
Control
DMX channels: 12/23
Operational modes: DMX, Master/Slave, 
Sound-active & Auto-run

Movement
Pan: 630° / Tilt: 210°
16-bit resolution / Auto repositioning

Physical
DMX connectors: 2 XLR connectors
InterLock power supply connector
4-digit LED display
Dimensions: 264.5x168x368 mm.        
                           10.4x6.6x14.4 in. 
Weight: 5.1 Kg. / 11 Lbs.

Nebula 18 is a professional wash light with 18 12W RGBAW+UV LEDs and a beam 
angle of 25o. Its hex-color LED technology allows a smooth mix without multicol-
ored shadows, achieving a very broad spectrum of deeply saturated colors. 
Nebula 18 features linear dimmer for all colors, UV effect, strobe function, 33 color 
macros and a white balance function that makes it an ideal choice for audiovisual 
& rental applications.

NEBULA 18

6-IN-1 LEDs

Nebula 18 stand out due to its internal-mixing light source, that 

optimizes and blends the color mixture with no multi-colored 

shadows during the projection. In this particular case, white, amber 

and UV are added to the traditional RGB color mixing.

White balance

Through its intuitive menu the fixture can adjust the intensity of its RGB 

mix to vary the color temperature of its projection. Thanks to this 

function and its 2000Hz PWM, Nebula 18 is ideal for audiovisual 

applications where total control over these factors is a must.
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Source & Optics
Light Source: 18 RGBAW+UV 12W LEDs
LEDs life: 50,000 hours
Beam angle: 25o
PWM frequency: 2,000Hz

Photometric data
Flux: 3,060 lux @ 3M (10 ft.)

Effects & functions
Hex-color LED technology: Smooth RGBWA+UV mix 
Dimmer: 0-100% general & for all colors
Strobe effect: 0-30 Hz
Built-in programs + 33 Color macros
White balance
Silent operation

Control
DMX Channels: 8/11
Operational modes: DMX, Master/Slave, 
Static, Auto-run and Sound-active

Physical
LED display 
DMX connectors: 2 XLR connectors 
(XLR-3 input and output)
IEC In/Out power supply connectors 
Dimensions: 310x125x310 mm. 
  12.2x4.9x12.2 in.
Weight: 3 Kg. / 6.6 Lbs.
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